Any binary image can be represented by a quadtree. Therefore random quadtrees correspond to bounded random sets in the plane. We discuss various possibilities for randomizing the quadtree. The most natural randomization yields Mandelbrot percolation.
Introduction
Recently E. v.d. Berg, M. Keane and the author were involved in a project to model CT-scan images of slices of the human lung. The enormous variety in long shapes (see Figure 1 ) one encounters could lead to the conclusion that the human long should be modelled by a random set. However, literature on the modelling of random sets is rather scarce and dispersed. A paper with the promising title \Random set theory and problems of modeling" ( CL]) only contains information on the so called Boolean or germ and grain model. Other interesting papers as e.g. \A probability model for simple closed curves" ( AS] ), \A fast parallel method for synthesis of random patterns" ( MC] ) and \Discrete stochastic growth models for twodimensional shapes" ( TR] ), are very speci c and contain little analysis of the sets produced. The best source in this area is probably the recent book \Frac-tals, random shapes and point elds" ( SS] ). In this paper we shall outline a both naive and ambitious procedure to generate random sets. On the way we shall encounter Mandelbrots percolation process, and compare it to a closely related process, which behaves unexpectedly di erent. 
Quadtrees
In many applications (cf. the CT-scans 1 ) objects are represented in a binary image, i.e. a 2 N 2 N array of pixels which are either 0 (black) or 1 (white). A well-known technique in data analysis is to represent the binary image by a quadtree (e.g. Sa] ). The original image is subdivided in four 2 N?1 2 N?1 squares. If such a subsquare does not contain any black pixels it is labelled \W", if all its pixels are black it is labelled \B" and this information is stored. If the subsquare contains both white and black pixels then it is called gray (label \G") and subdivided into four 2 N?2 2 N?2 squares. These squares are then treated as above (cf. Figure 2 ). This procedure is repeated till one reaches the 1 1 squares (the pixels) which can only be black or white. From the quadtree with the labels we can reconstruct the image. An advantage of this coding is that it usually yields compression of the data, and that one can approximate the image by stopping as a level higher than the pixel level (see eg. RRS]). A disadvantage is that dilation translations and/or rotations of the object in the image will yield di erent quadtrees. This is also the weak point in the proposal we shall make in the next section.
Random quadtrees
An object given by a binary image is represented by a quadtree. So if the object is random, it could be represented by a random quadtree. It is not immediate how one can randomize a quad- Figure 2 . First two steps in the construction of a quadtree. tree. The very simplest thing one could do is to ignore the black labels, and independently of each other and of the other nodes, label the 4 subnodes of a node labelled \G" with \G" (probability p) or \W" (probability 1 ? p). Here p with 0 p 1 is a parameter .
Mandelbrot percolation
The process described in the previous section is nothing else than the fractal percolation or canonical curdling introduced by Mandelbrot ( Ma] ). There is a slight di erence: the quadtree with always end at the nodes corresponding to pixels. In the sequel we get rid of this discreteness by identifying the image with a subset of the unit square. Let K 0 be the unit square, and K n the union of squares of size 2 ?n 2 ?n which correspond to the nodes labelled G at level n of the quadtree (so K 0 corresponds with the root at level 0 and is labelled gray). The K n decrease monotonically to a compact set K = \ 1 n=0 K n .
See Figure 3 for a realization of K 7 with p = :6: The set K has many interesting properties studied by Mandelbrot and others ( Ma] , CCD], DM], Me]). We list some of these properties. 
Fractal percolation with neighbour interaction
If we return to our lung problem, we see that the set K of the last section is very far from modelling a lung. First of all K is totally disconnected if it does not percolate, and secondly K is statistically homogeneous; on each of the four subsquares of size 1 2 1 2 K has the same distribution. To get rid of the disconnectedness it seems reasonable to introduce some neighbour interaction in the process. It is remarkable that the simple interaction we shall propose in the following is very e ective in achieving more connectivity. As before we take a single parameter p with 0 p 1. The rules which describe the random quadtree, or rather the sets K n are now as follows. A 2 ?n?1 2 ?n?1 subsquare S of a 2 ?n 2 ?n square has one edge in common with exactly two 2 ?n 2 ?n squares. Let (N 1 ; N 2 ) be the colors of these squares. Then we have 3 possibilities, cf. Figure 4 . If (N 1 ; N 2 ) = (G; G), then S will be gray; if (N 1 ; N 2 ) = (W; W ), then S will be white, if (N 1 ; N 2 ) = (W; G) or (G; W ), then S will be gray with probability p, white with probability 1 ? p. This happens independently of all other assignments. Because of the neighbour interaction, initialization has to be more complicated than for Mandelbrot percolation: colours of the neighbours of K 0 also have to be speci ed. To have some more exibility, we rather start the process at K 1 , requiring that K 1 consists of 4 grey 1 2 1 2 squares. We shall consider two di erent initial conditions for the 12 neighbouring squares, I 1 and I 2 (Cf. Figure 5. ). In I 1 all these squares are white, in I 2 all squares left of x = 0 and right if x = 1 are white, the remaining four squares are grey. (N.B. We apply the same evolution rules to the neighbouring squares). We then have the following variant of Theorem 4.1. for the set K = \ 1 n=1 K n . See Figure 6 . for some realizations of K under I 1 and I 2 . The proof of Theorem 5.1. (i) is ridiculously easy, and follows from the following lemma. LEMMA. If K n contains a 4-block, then K n+1 contains a 4-block. Here a 4-block means four grey squares whose union is a square of twice the size. The proof of the Lemma is by inspection of Figure 7 .a). The proofs of Theorem 5.1 (ii) (1) and (ii) (2) proceed in a similar way. In fact (ii) (2) is implied by the following stronger property: if I 2 is the initial condition, then K contains for all p > 0 the line segment connecting ( 1 2 ,0) and ( 1 2 ,1) (Exercise for the interested readers) .
It is also easy to extend Theorem 5.1 (i) to arbitrary initial conditions: if K 0 and its neighbouring squares only contains squares which intersect at corners, then K 1 (and K) will be empty. If not, then there is a probability of at least p 4 that K will be non-empty for all p. The proof of (iii) is hardly more complicated than that of (i). Clearly (iii) is implied by the property that K has a non-empty interior almost surely. In fact K contains a neighbourhood of ( 1 2 ; 1 2 ) with probability one. To see this note that any K n will contain a cross centered at ( 1 2 ; 1 2 ) (see Figure 7 .b)) with probability at least p 8 , independently of the other K n . Hence there will be such a cross in some K n with probability one. But then it is not hard to see that K will contain a (tilted) square with area 1 8 of this cross. Two interesting questions remain. Firstly, what are the properties of the Lebesgue measure 2 (K) of K? Results for Mandelbrot percolation follow from the very general theory of Peyri ere ( Pe] ), but the process of this section falls just out of his hypotheses. Still, the expected number of squares in K n can be computed by a multitype branching process argument (the types being colored 9-blocks of one square with its 8 neighbours). The corresponding mean o spring matrix is reducible, so standard Perron-Frobenius theory does not apply. For almost sure results one needs generalizations of KS] . The second question is: what is the distribution of the number of connected components of K? Note that this quantity is well de ned (but possibly in nite), as the number of connected components of K n is non-increasing in n.
Conclusion
Fractal percolation has been proposed by Mandelbrot as a model for turbulence and the distribution of galaxies (Hoyle's model). It has gained extra signi cance by the recent work of Y. Peres (this volume). Fractal percolation with neighbour interaction certainly does not model human longs. With any model there is the statistical aspect of estimation of the parameters. Certainly one parameter is not enough for a human long model. The very pragmatic model in Be] (based on a multivariate normal distribution) employs more than 5.000 parameters (for one slice). How a quadtree could be randomized that reasonable models result is currently under investigation.
